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PREFACE
In societies where the characteristic patterns of western culture or rationalist
worldview are accepted, the political economy aims to analyze and anticipate the
interaction between rational decisions in the financial, productive and distributive
processes of material goods or "the Economics", within of the context (restrictions /
influences) of political ideologies, functions and institutions, or “the politics” in the
domestic or national (international/temporal) and international spheres. Standing out
in the latter is the requirement of functionality or efficiency of the International
Payment System (SIP).

Thus, three substantive social processes are related: first, the adoption of
rational decisions in economic processes, or the interaction between know-how and
having; second, the influence of changes in “the Economics”, on the domestic or
national dynamics of political processes, or of those who decide, and third, the
restrictions imposed by the relative endowment of natural resources, on those who
know, have and can , in a given territory, or national, considering the planetary
scope; that is, taking into account the geopolitical dynamics.

In relation to the first issue, it is important to consider the interaction between
the status of art of “the Economics” and pragmatic behaviors: “the policy”, in the
variants of decentralized coordination (government), or private capitalism, and that
of centralized coordination (government) or state capitalism, from the 19th century;
emphasizing the political circumstances of the eighth and ninth decades of the 20th
century, in post-Mao China (1970), in the USSR from 1989; and in financial
organizational decisions in the United States and Europe beginning in 1971.

Regarding the second issue, the analytical treatment must take into account the
political voluntarism of Washington and its European allies, after 1945, to impose,
as a political paradigm, within the various States, dialogue and negotiation in order
to achieve and maintain social peace, adopting essentially plural or democratic
state1governments; the number of autocratic states associated with the leadership of
a single party having progressively decreased between 1945 and 1990; the number
of autocratic2 states associated with the leadership of a single party; therefore, the
6

discussion of the third issue must necessarily focus on the characterization of the
specific political-economic circumstances or situation analysis, highlighting the
functionality of the financial monetary order established from the political decisions
and feasible reforms, to reduce the emergence of tensions and crises in the
geopolitical future, in a time horizon of short to medium term.
Assuming, as a basic hypothesis of the occurrence of crisis, the inclination of the
political-bureaucratic leadership, to adopt, with laxity3, the association of ideas; this
behavior is attributable to difficulties in managing excessive specialization in the
treatment of phenomenology and social problems; replacing, by an ad-hoc
(subjective) summation of the conclusions of partial analyzes; ignoring the systemic
uniqueness of societies; which hinders the holistic, comprehensive understanding of
the primary4 reality.
Thus, in daily political practice the following predominate: (i) theoretical
simplicity and its consequence, political5 delusion, favoring the adoption of
inefficient and ineffective administrative political practices; that necessarily lead to
critical political tensions and, (ii) the forgetfulness that the visualization of plausible
future situations requires evaluating the relative influence of the various agents and
that of their alliances, to choose between strategic options, in harmony with the
circumstances tactics and with available resources; according to the economic
surpluses and the capacity to channel the emotions of the population, in line with
government aspirations and with the challenges to counter the disappointments of
the population, when essential demands are underestimated6.
__________________________
1

Consubstantially associated with the use of complex thinking; which makes negotiation the dominant political
feature of democratic regimes.
2
Without forgetting the opportunistic recurrence to economic nationalism and fear, during the negotiations; as
illustrated by the actions and statements of Trump, Xi-Jun Ping and Putin, during the first half of 2020.
3
Mixing principles errors with application awkwardness. Méndez France, P. (1973-1977: 156-187)
4
Understanding by primary reality what exist according to Kurtz (1992) including intrapersonal and cultural
interactions (Shumaker, 1995).
5
Mata Mollejas, L. (2009, p. 9) Hypothesis about schizophrenic behavior in economics: Venezuela case. Incorporation
speech as Individual of Number of the National Academy of Economic Sciences (ANCE).
6
Arrow, K. (1950) Social Choice and Individual Values. J. Wiley and Sons. New York.
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Which, epistemologically, requires the use of the analytical instrument that we
call the social compass that appears as Figure No. 1.

Must accept that the international financial-monetary system or order (SMI) is
constituted by the interaction between institutions and instruments, aimed at
facilitating the exchange of goods and services at the national or domestic and
multinational or global levels. From which it turns out that the most important
variables, to organize these transactions, are the flows of resources, real and
nominal8.
___________________________
7

Mata Mollejas, L. (2016: p. 37)
Traffic in goods and services constitute real flows, and their values or monetary equivalents are called nominal
flows.
8
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Let's also say that States with free transactions between Civil Society agents or
market transactions constitute open economies; while those that impose substantive9
restrictions form closed economies, according to Polanyi (1944).

In this regard it should be noted:
1. that States committed to the international opening of economies can choose two
ways: a) modify the level of domestic productive activity with fiscal measures
(taxes, subsidies, direct investments and soft loans) and b) modify international
traffic , manipulating the exchange rate of the national currency and the interest rate,
or monetary route (Block, F .; 1980: p. 13), and

2. that, since the 20th century, the SMI has been defined, by rules and procedures,
negotiated under the pressure of the State with quantitatively voluminous economies
with wide diversification of goods; elements that allow them to use military capacity
to decisively influence controversies between purposes and use of means, when
making tactical and strategic decisions (or political decisions) in economic
processes, including capital flows, according to R Mundell (1973)10.

_________________________
9Tariffs

are not normally used to "close" a economy; its purpose is to influence markets, rather
than to suspend transactions; the latter is achieved through administrative controls: qualitative
and quantitative.
10Mundell (1973) The future of the International System.
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In short, the effective / efficient11 interaction or functionality between economic
constraints and political decisions depends on diplomatic alliances between the
different States and on the circumstances of open or closed economies; as H.
Kissinger (1966)12, among others, points out.

Hence, this essay highlights, in a first section, the changes in the Monetary
System in the 20th century; in a second section, the need for coherence in the
interaction between economic premises and the interests at stake in the political
arena; focusing, in the third section, to summarize the consequences of the real
politik (successes and failures) in the prevailing economies during the 20th century
and the beginning of the 21st century or situational diagnosis; so that, in the fourth
section, we present the options to facilitate the recovery of financial monetary
functionality, in pursuit of material or economic progress, in the different spaces of
the planetary sphere, a circumstance that we consider substantial to visualize the
possibilities of change in order world; subject that we present as conclusions of
geopolitics in the fifth section.
___________________________
11

Effectiveness involves achieving objective purposes. Efficiency implies achieving the purpose with the minimum
use of resources.
12
Kissinger, H. (1966) The Troubled Partnership. Edit. Anchor, New York.
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I. The Financial Monetary System in the 20th century

"... a monetary economy is, above all,
one where changes of opinion
regarding the future are capable of
influencing
the
volume
of
employment"
J. M. Keynes (1936) General Theory: Preface

Although it is possible to track changes in monetary functionality, from remote
times, including the ancient world, we accept with Block (1980: p.16) that, to
visualize a relatively near future, we can limit ourselves to reflecting on the events
that have occurred and the decisions made, from the end of the XIX century;
dominated by the gold standard: System promoted by England, and characterized by
the stability of the main economic variables in the period 1875-1914; circumstance
highly appreciated, as a reference to monetary functionality, by the political world
and by a large part of the academic world, up to the criticisms of J. M. Keynes
(1936), impacted by the economic and political crises observed from the second
decade of the 20th century.

Let us specify that in the period 1875-1914, in the political context, the
National States crystallized and generalized; economically distinguished by
important advances in industrial activity: user of machine tools and based on the
investment of private money or credit; process regulated by the relationship between
credit / fiat currency deposits (banknotes) issued by a public institution called central
banking, according to its gold13 reserves ... according to the practice established by
the Bank of England, combining the principles of "currency and banking" 14.
Consequently, central banks operated as a last resort support for private credit
activity. At the same time, in political activity, the authoritarian-one-person
governments or absolute monarchies, evolve towards plural regimes or National
States, with democratic governments or with parliaments, formed with
11

representatives /defenders of the interests and rights of civil15 society. It should also
be remembered that the national State inherits the pursuit of self-sufficiency
economic of the preceding imperial paradigm, and that this is sought in the coastal
states of the North Atlantic and in the politically allied societies, with the economic
system called national capitalism; which leads to political-economic competition or
concurrence between the different States, and their allies; forming hostile groups
such as Polanyi (1941) and Kenwood (1971).
Here we must point out that, despite the fact that domestic financial monetary
systems must ensure the satisfaction of international payments under common
conditions (the International System), history shows differences between the norms
and the domestic credit strategies implemented.
Thus, since the 17th century, Anglo-Saxon banking has operated with preference
in short-term commercial credit; French banks, from the time of Napoleon III, prefer
long-term loans, and to face the increased risks, allowed the start of the
agglomeration of small banks; while in Germany, to reduce long-term risks and
benefit from commercial or short-term credit, universal banking is invented; with
the capacity to supervise the productive management of credit. Thus, control of
production was achieved without requiring government intervention (Hiferding,
1083).
With the outbreak of World War I, the flow of credit from London ceased
(Block, 1980, p.30); moratoriums and the adoption of exchange controls appear;
Disappearing the specific conditions that had sustained the gold standard.
Furthermore, the shortage in the supply of gold meant that, through the Genoa
Agreement (1922), the creation and maintenance of foreign exchange reserves,
backed by gold, was allowed instead of the gold stock reserves; this initiated the
substitution of the reserve in British pounds sterling for reserves of United States
dollars.
___________________________
13

By 1900 the most industrialized countries had abandoned the bi-metal (silver-gold) monetary systems; replacing
the circulation of silver coins with banknotes issued by the central bank.
14
With the Bank Charter Act (1844) the Bank of England is organized in two departments, one for issuance and the
other for credit, which handles the rediscount rate from 1850.
15
We accept that the components of society, in the political sphere, are made up of the State, divided into the
Executive, Legislative and Judicial bodies; and that Civil Society is made up of a plurality of agents, among which
political parties serve as instruments of interaction with the State.
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Eventually, in 1925, England applied for and obtained US credits, to maintain the
gold parity of the pound sterling; He bought by getting London to pay interest rates
higher than those in force in the New York market. J.M. Keynes (1925)16 strongly
criticized these agreements, for imposing a painful and useless depression on
England, by raising nominal prices and consequently intensifying labor struggles
(strikes) in the face of diminished purchasing power.
According to Mikisell (1952: p. 22-23), the United States resisted managing the
economy according to the rules of the gold standard in the period 1919-1924, since
the implicit depressive strategy weakened the growth of the domestic economy and
the International Trade; circumstances that materialized from the crack stock market
of 1924, a situation that would last until the outbreak of the 2nd. World War; despite
the efforts of F.D. Roosevelt, which included an amalgam of Keynesian measures
and orthodox17 provisions.
World War II (1939-1945) drives deficit spending and economic growth in
the United States. The return to peace worries Washington, and in such
circumstances it was devised to supply the budget deficit by expanding exports;
strategy that required maintaining an open world economy, with low tariffs; opposite
option to those who preferred the growth supported in the internal market; led by
Harry D. White, Treasury Department official; for whom prosperity, through access
to external markets, was a Marxist18 fallacy. In practice, this led to a confrontation
between the options defended by the State Department, and the Treasury, which
aimed to replace England in its role as political-financial hegemon.
That confrontation will lead to that of Keynes against White, in the meetings of
Bretton Woods (1944-45); adding that the role of universal banker for the central
institution of the International Monetary System proposed by Keynes, harmed the
interests of private banking, by reserving a marginal position in capital trafficking.
Political-economic impasse that invites us to stop, in the next section, or discussion
of the interaction between economic premises and interests in the political arena.
______________________
16

Keynes, J.M. (1925) the economic consequences of Mr. Churchill en Essays in Persuasion (pp. 244-270). The Norton
Library (1963) New York.
17
Those that tend to limit the monetary offer and those that should incentivize consumption and investment;
which points out the theoretical contradictions of the New Deal.
18
New York Time of 11/14/1953
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II. ECONOMIC PREMISES AND POLITICAL SAND
Reflections on macroeconomic theory are polarized, when political decisions try
to specify the ambiguous concept: common good. Indeed, on the one hand, there are
those who prefer achievements in the real economy: increasing the production of
goods and the growth of employment; and, eventually, increase exports and reduce
imports; deeming it essential to facilitate credit or private money.
Those who care about the stability of nominal-relative prices have a different
vision; this is for inflation; deeming it essential to limit the supply of public money
and private money (credit) by assuming mechanical causality between monetary
magnitudes and prices19.
Those mentioned in the second place are called "traditional-orthodox"; for his
"logical" argument is associated with monetary circumstances with metallic money
or merchandise, accompanied by the hypotheses of monetary neutrality and
monetary20 exogeneity, in relation to production; summarizing everything in the
theory of the classic authors Smith and Ricardo (1821).
Those who do not accept the hypothesis of monetary neutrality, argue that,
having money, they have many options for spending: acquiring goods, buying
participations in the physical capital necessary for production; acquire rights (titles)
on debts with various yields (interest) and, finally, bet (probability of profit and loss)
on the fluctuations of the exchange rate (ch) between the various currencies.

_______________________
19

The oldest antecedent of this current is represented by N. Copernicus (1526, A.D.) being followed by many
thinkers until the 18th century.
20
PQ = MV; M being the exogenous supply (of the State) and V, social spending habits.

The synthesis plea will say that money serves, fundamentally, as a store of value over time,
serving as a bridge between the present and the future (Keynes 1936: 228)21, breaking with the
immediacy of compensation in the exchange of goods22. By which, the functional synthesis
between real and monetary financial economy, makes indebtedness the heart of the capitalist23
productive system.
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Let us also say, as an important corollary, that when banks anticipate the
monetary resources to acquire equipment (fixed capital), inputs and wages (variable
capital), the idea of theft of surplus value is refuted (Marx); because the employer
anticipates wages before selling the goods produced and recovering (possibly /
capital Invested24 with the compensation of monetary flows (clearing) for two
instants of time, according to K. Wicksell (1898)25.
Thus, the descriptions presented, or stylizations of the economic and financial
processes, allow Schumpeter26to specify the relevance of choosing between a credit
theory of currency (New View) and a monetary theory of credit (Old View).

Here we highlight:
1°) With G. Bernacer (1922) that the credits granted (ex ante) are canceled with
the ex post expenses: consumption and savings (deposits in banks); Transcendent
macroeconomic fact, since all the credit operations supported by the central banks
(lenders of last resort, to guarantee liquidity and bank solvency) are perceived in the
balance sheets of the central bank,
2°) With J.M. Keynes (1936) that the rates of return in interaction: interest (r)
returns of real activity (q) are questions of expectations and that, therefore, hardly a
stable relationship will be found between them; therefore, economic problems:
inflation or unemployment, are congenital with the monetary economic system;
therefore, the government can supply deficiencies, mainly through the fiscal route,
as the monetary route is imprecise, given the diversity of optional yields (Keynes
dixit). In short, we must consider the demand for working capital for immediate use
or preference for liquidity and that related to the returns from productive activities
or marginal efficiency. Under these concepts, the interest rate is the cost of retaining
liquid funds; while the marginal efficiency of capital is merely speculative,
consequently invertible, and
_______________________________
21

Keynes, J. M. (1936) General Theory
Simmel G. (1999) Philosophie de l’argent. Pouf Paris
23
Production mode that uses machine tools to increase the productivity of work or human effort.
24
Argumentos de la Escuela de Viena: C. Menger (1871), E. von Bawerk (1886); von Mises (1931) y F. von Wiesser
(1914).
25
Escuela de Estocolmo.
26
Schumpeter, J.A. [1954 (1995) : p. 789]
22
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3°) To overcome a stumbling block, Keynes' followers of the second half of the
20th century: Tobin (1958) and Minsky (1986) recommend using the yield on
securities on stock exchanges and the yield on public bonds. (Long Term).
Consequently, it is in the securities and money market (domestic and foreign
exchange) where we will find the reference rates for all agents: people (savers),
banks (intermediaries) and those who require resources: governments and
businessmen. In short, the progress of the real economy depends on the situations
and anticipations that the various agents have (demand point of view) with the
corollary that the hypotheses consider an exogenous supply, it is not plausible in the
financial monetary world.
In ultra-brief terms, the mobilizations of the production of employment depend
on the money required (requested ex ante) from the bank (credits) and on the
validation (ex post) of the central bank, according to the description by Lavoie
(1984).
Being able to conclude, that the theoretical debate remains alive, with varied
angles (hypotheses), perceived by politicians as "technical matters"; which incites
those who are in the exercise of government to carry out "experiments", by pursuing
the priority, short-term objective of remaining in power; for which inflation and
unemployment rates must be low, a priority objective of civil society.
From the foregoing, it follows that, during the normal development of the
economies (Mata ML 2007: 165), the margins or differences between the relative
financial prices establish the objective conditions, which allow, or not, the
cancellation of the credits, and the making new investments.
If this does not happen, there is moratorium, illiquidity and, in the extreme, bank
insolvency situations; therefore, the financial atmosphere makes it attractive to take
refuge in capital flight.
For this reason, the internationally accepted currency-issuing economy will take care
of the interest rate march (r) and the rest of the economies will have to worry about
the exchange rate march (ch); mainly associated with the ratio of international
reserves (RIN) and the balance of indebtedness in fiscal currencies (BTT).
Are there then possibilities to limit the uncertainty associated with international
circumstances and the prudence of private banks and the treasury? (see Figure 2).
16

From the foregoing, it is clear that the most objective referents of the different
circumstances are the characteristics of the structure of the central banks; because
they reflect the results and prejudices of the authorities of the various countries and
the reaction of Civil Societies, in their confrontation with the international conditions
of payments ... that is, what is imposed by the International Monetary System order.
Thus, to compare such results, it is necessary to have a common methodological
reference: the generally accepted accounting technique; which will serve to pour the
information provided by the different domestic authorities.
17

In this regard, we consider it useful to use a simple accounting
framework (see Table No. 1) that includes references for the two
theoretical options: the monetary vision of credit (Old View) and the
credit vision of the currency (New View); since the norms derived from
the consideration of the International Monetary System are reflected in
both views: a) influence of the International Reserves on the public money
supply or Monetary Base, offered by the authorities (BMA) and its use by
civil society: Monetary Base , in the hands of the public (BMP) and b) the
interaction with the domestic banking system: monetary base held by
credit banking (BMB) and, finally, c) its influence on the destination (use)
of credit among the authorities, and the support provided to the private
financial system.

TABLE No. 1
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
ASSETS
1) Foreign currency assets

LIABILITIES
1) Foreign currency liabilities

1.1 Stock of treasured currencies
1.2 Foreign currency receivables (securities)

1.1 Foreign Currency obligations
1.2 Third-party foreign currency deposits

2) Assets in local currency
2.1 Credit assistance
2.1.1 To the government
2.1.2 The financial system

2) Liabilities in local currency
2.1 Monetary issue (BMB)
2.1.1 Issuing in the hands of the public (BMP)
2.1.2 Issue retained by the Financial System

2.2 Government deposits
2.3 Physical assets valued in currency
home

2.2 Central Bank Own Securities
3) Heritage
3.1 Initial capital
3.2 Provision of Reserves
3.3 Corrections to book value
3.4 Profits and losses on operations

18

The foregoing allows us to present, as a prototype balance for central banks, the one
presented in Table No. 1; To which we add, as a guide for their interpretation, the
accounting rules highlighted by: García, Mata and Nell (2008)27; namely:
a) Changes in assets, in any of its lines (increase / decrease) entail modifications, in
the same sense, in the (BMA).
b) The changes in the liability record the withdrawals of the monetary flows, through
various operations, which affect the holding of the currency (BMP) or liquidity, and
the holding of monetary resources by the credit bank (BMB) and, finally, on the
increase / decrease in the capital of the central bank.
c) The sources of the (BMA) are two: the support of the central bank to private banks,
through rediscounting (RF) and the result of commercial-financial transactions with
abroad or Exogenous Base (BE). The accounting result is thus:
BMA = BE + RF
d) The volume of (RF) is associated with the reduction of deposits (DP) in credit
banking, and with the increases in this line (CR). Thus, RF is an adjustment element
between Assets and Liabilities of the private bank consolidated, associated with
interactions with interest rates (r).
e) The main instruments for withdrawing currency are: the titles of the authorities
(central bank / treasury); increases in Treasury deposits in the central bank and
increases in the mandatory reserve rates or "reserve requirements" of private banks
in the central bank, and
f) The central bank capital works as a “buffer”, reflecting the gains and losses of
monetary policy; therefore, capital decreases prelude28 a devaluation of the domestic
currency.

19

Therefore, it is pertinent to know the main lines of the monetary-financial
strategies followed by the US, Latin American and Middle East29 authorities.
It is therefore appropriate to know the main lines of the monetary-financial
strategies followed by U.S., Latin American and from the Middle East29.
______________________________
27

Auts. Cits. (2008) International monetary asymmetries and Central Banking. Economic Research. Vol. LXVII No. 265

28

They often lead to an increase in BMA, or the equivalent, and increase the risk of further capital decreases, feeding
a depressive process.
29

Here we can note a historically interesting precedent; when Spain, in the 17th century, tried to stop the loss of its
world hegemony. In that century, the war became more expensive and the deficits, and the consequent increasing
indebtedness... so the option of reducing the tax pressure to encourage the growth of the economy could not be
used, falling into stagflation. England finds a new and successful strategy in creating a banking system that supported
the first industrial revolution; besides privatizing the attacks on Spain, with the protection given to the daring pirates
(the corsairs). See in this respect P. Kennedy's book (2006) The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers.
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III. THE REAL POLITIK AND THE CENTRAL BANKING
At the end of the 2nd. World war, the geopolitical order was formed by two large
blocks: one led by the United States, whose organization can be synthesized as a
market economy, or liberal capitalism and a second block, led by the USSR, as an
economy with central planning.
In this context, the liberal capitalist bloc had Western Europe as its sphere of
influence, its former colonies, including the Middle East and Latin America;
dedicating this section to the analysis of their particular experiences.

3.1 The American Experience
After the Second World War, in the USA, according to W. Lovett and M. Malloy
(2014: 67-103)30, the expansion during the period 1951-1965, showed low inflation
(1.5%), modest and small fiscal deficits variations in interest rates, approaching full
employment; but in 1966, the war in Vietnam leads to increasing fiscal deficits,
upward variation in interest rates with inflation reaching 4.5% and also increasing
deficits in the balance of payments. Thus, for the seventh decade of the twentieth
century, the persistence of the double deficit, and the reduction of the gold stock,
impose at the end of the fixed convertibility of the gold / dollar ratio at $ 35 a troy
ounce; and that for the 1974-75 period inflation reaches two digits: 1.20%.
Hence, under the presidency of J. Carter (1977-80) the differences between
orthodox monetarists and heterodox Keynesians sharpen; dominating the orthodox
vision under the Reagan presidency (1981-88) and increasing unemployment to
11%; incorporating, under the government of G. Bush (1989-92) the financing of the
Treasury by the Federal Reserve Bank (BRF).
When the Democrats return to power, with Clinton (1993-2000), the double
deficit and unemployment continue to be the dominant notes of the economic
process: although the inflow of external capital, due to geopolitical tensions
(Political implosion of the USSR in 1990) It maintains the dollar as the safe-haven
currency in planetary international reserves, while US stocks hold their appeal.
_____________________________
30

Auts Cit (2014) Banking and Financial Institutions Law in a Nut Shell. West Academic Publishing. St. Paul, Mn.
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During the presidency of G. Bush, Jr. (2001-2008), the stock market deflated,
especially in “tech stocks”, with the BRF deciding to lower its benchmark rate. With
the terrorist attack of 2001 the growth of fiscal indebtedness with the BRF continues.
In short, the Treasury issues bonds, the BRF prints banknotes at its discretion and
private banks grant long-term credit facilities term; therefore, the academic media
are concerned about monetary asymmetries in globalization31.

3.2 The European Experience
The six years (1939-45) of World War II, which destroyed much of the
infrastructure in the combat zones, disrupted the systems and processes of intraEuropean exchange; matters that became economic-political challenges, to replace
capital goods, raw material stocks and cancel debts with the United States; arising
from the application of the Law on Loans and Leases and reparation obligations
(Germany and Italy), all in a turbulent political context, due to the social-communist
electoral advances in France and Italy and the processes of nationalization.
In principle, attempts at solutions followed the preceding practices; therefore, in
the period 1945-1947, more than two hundred bilateral32 payment treaties were
signed. In the period 1950-52 the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was
formed and the background of the cooperation, trade agreement of Belgium, the
Netherlands and Luxembourg (Benelux) was revised to propose the creation of a
European common market (EEC) as an embryo of a multinational state (Treaty of
Rome: 1958). Purpose not shared by England, which was trying to save the residues
of its colonial empire, by proposing a Free Trade Agreement (EFTA) with Denmark,
Finland, Ireland and Norway, signed in Stockholm (1960) without Norway.
Reconciliation was half attempted in 1973; seeking parliamentary ratification of the
Treaty of Rome; including the Nordic group; incorporating Portugal and excluding
Norway. The subsequent Maastricht Treaty (1982-87) will establish monetary union,
without the participation of Great Britain.
It should be noted that in this last decision is the core of the dramatic opposition,
between Germany's objective of preserving the internal and external stability
22

of the euro and seeking the use of fiscal facilities, demanded by importing
countries, with high unemployment within of the EU33, made up of the
"Mediterranean Club": Portugal, Italy, Greece and Spain, or group of "PIGS"
for English speakers.
Let us say, in conclusion, for the European case, that the different (opposite)
macroeconomic conjectural requirements, between Germany and most of the other
members of the EU, highlights the explicit weakness of the leadership Berlin
politician: incidentally present in his national anthem "Deustchland uber alles".

_______________________
31

García, A; Mata Mollejas, L. y Neil (2002) Asimetrías Monetarias internacionales y Banca Central. Investigación
Económica Vol. LXVII No. 26 (UNAM, México).
32
Tamames, R. (1970: p. 192) Estructura Económica Internacional. Alianza Editorial. Madrid
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3.3 The experience in Latin America and other net importers of Capital goods

It should be remembered, as a Latin American economic background, that
three states: Argentina, Brazil and Mexico constitute the largest economies34, trying
to counter that the other countries, when considering their processes of economic
integration, from the sixth decade of the 20th century. This is shaping supranational35 political agents born out of the need to create markets capable of sustaining
industrial processes for direct consumption final goods: agro-industrials, textiles,
and various manufactures, including the production of inputs for the construction of
contemporary urban infrastructure. But all of them, to varying degrees, are importers
of capital goods and inputs for metal-mechanical manufacturing and chemical and
pharmaceutical products.
What has been said implies that international trade with other continents is
greater than intra-regional; for from those they receive capital goods and supplies,
essential; in exchange for mineral raw materials and those of agricultural origin ...
therefore the international monetary-financial order and the conjectural variations in
their relative prices (interest rates and exchange rates) are determining factors in the
functionality of the financial-monetary and fiscal systems domestic.
A very brief summary of Latin American economic history, from the end of
World War II (1945), says that this conflict allowed to have surplus balance of
payments and accumulate international means of payments; process that lasted until
1970; allowing to start the industrialization and commercial process described:
through the import substitution strategies and commercial integration recommended
by ECLAC36; advisory body to the integration process; although its financial
economic stance was close to the Old View. Let us begin by pointing out that the
"come and go" of interest rates in the USA produced non-compliance in the service
of external debts contracted at floating rates (labor at 16.6% in 1981) to finance
current expenses of unusual growth.
According to Reinhart, Ragoff and Salvastano (2003)37, the basic cause of external
indebtedness lies in the weakness of the domestic banking system, coinciding with
Eichengreen, Hausmann and Paniza (2003)38, who described the weakness of Latin
American banking systems as "original sin" , than it leads to critical situations of
illiquidity, verifiable with the capital losses of the central banks; forcing tax
authorities to request IMF support; which provides very costly political and
economic aid, by imposing on countries financial behaviors that do not admit fiscal
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imbalance ... putting governments and national economies against the sword the wall
... through the zero deficit clause.
Here it should be noted that Argentina39, to combat inflation in 1992, resorts to
the archaic stratagem of the "currency board" establishing that the issuance of
domestic currency was backed by a US dollar.
Hence, the cessation of domestic credit and restrictive administrative measures,
known as "tablitas and corralitos", in the Argentine case, nullified the possibility of
increasing production and contributed to the destruction of the domestic monetary
system. Circumstances that ultimately led to the social outbreak in the various
countries at the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st, without
advancing in the processes of industrialization and regional integration 40.
In this context of economic and political tensions, oil exporters in the Middle
East take advantage of rising oil prices to accumulate foreign exchange, anchoring
(pegged) their domestic currency to the US dollar, as did Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates and Kuwait; collaterally benefiting England with the placement of its
surplus currency in London. While other exporters, such as Iran and Iraq, float their
currency and accumulate political tensions as their approach to Moscow is not
acceptable to Washington.
Reflecting the policies and situations described, in the evolution of the
accounting structures of the central bank for the periods 1985-1990; 1991-2000 and
2007-2019; as shown in Table No. 2 below.

_______________________________
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No devaluation for Germany, by provision
En términos de población, territorio y producción.
35
Comunidad Andina de Naciones, de Centro América y del Caribe y Mercosur.
36
Comisión Económica para la América Latina, creada por la ONU en febrero de 1948.
37
Auts. cits (2003) Original SIM, Mimeo Berkeley/Universidad de California.
38
AUTS.Cits (2003) Debt Intolerance NBER Working paper N° 9908
39
Model case of the application of the Washington consensus with the help of F. Cavallo, under the presidency of
Carlos Menem.
40
In these days (1st semester of 2020) in MERCOSUR, there are tensions over the possibility of exporting agricultural
goods to the countries of the Middle East through bilateral agreements without joint negotiation.
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TABLE No. 2
EVOLUTION OF CENTRAL BANK ACCOUNTING STRUCTURES

SITUATIONS
PERIODS

A

B

C

ACCOUNTING ITEMS
ASSETS
Gold and Foreign Exchange
Sovereign Debt/credit S.P.
LIABILITY
Monetary Base
Prop. titles/Gov./Capital Dept.
ASSETS
Gold and Foreign Exchange
Sovereign debt/credit. S.F.
LIABILITY
Monetary Base
Prop. title Gov./Capital Dept.
ASSETS
Gold and Foreign Exchange
Sovereign debt/credit. S.F.
LIABILITY
Monetary Base
Prop. titles/Gov./Capital Dept.

1985-90

1991-2006

2007-2019

15%
85%

10%
90%

0%
100%

98%
2%

90%
10%

80%
20%

65%
35%

455
55%

5%
95%

80%
20%

70%
30%

50%
50%

99%
1%

95%
5%

15%
85%

30%
70%

55%
45%

60%
40%

Source: Mata Mollejas, L. (2016: p. 56) and Own update (2020)
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3.4 Balance of Experiences
Let us highlight then that the result of the described strategies shows three
prototypes of the balance of the central banks during the transition from the 20th to
the 21st century, depending on whether the currency was fully, partially, or not
accepted in international payments. In precise terms we have:

1) That the domestic currency issuing economies useful for all the functions
attributed to money (unit of account; exchange instrument and value reserve)
in the internal and external spheres make up Situation A41, the US dollar being
the prototype.
2) That the useful domestic currency domestically and, to a limited extent,
externally creates Situation B, the prototypes being the EU euro and the UK
pound sterling, and,
3) That the national currency valid only to cancel domestic transactions within
the country; it makes tax indebtedness in foreign currency threaten the
solvency of the central bank; resulting this and the treasury, faced in a zero
sum game. Thus, the exaggerated fiscal indebtedness in foreign currencies,
entails the loss of capital of the central bank and the weakening of the
functionality of the domestic Monetary System: this circumstance conforming
Situation C, in which we locate the remaining countries considered in this
essay: those of the Latin America and the Middle East.

___________________________________
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In this regard, before the 2008 crisis, in order to minimize the risk of each particular financing, various credits were
grouped together and sold to a new entity that sold to new investors a title (conglomerate) called collateralized debt
obligations (CDO) that would pay one interest rate, guaranteed by the offering banks. Such CDOs were bought by the
big transnational banks; But the 2007-2008 crisis in the United States devalued conglomerates and the financial crisis
in the United States became a global crisis. An equivalent test was carried out with international insurers through
insurance against the risk of bankruptcy, the “credit default swaps” (CDS); the last resort is the treasuries of the host
countries of international insurers. The final lesson from the 2008 crisis was that Innovations in financial instruments
allow booms to be taken advantage of, but crakers are paid by the treasury and central banks ... with short-term loans
... guaranteeing the wreck of the national economy in the medium term.
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Let us conclude, then, this section by highlighting that the influence of
private financial circuits, after the crash of 1929, and of the exchange arrangements
of Bretton Woods (1945) or interaction between the stock exchange and fiscal values
(titles) and bank credits, on the world monetary system and order became more
pronounced after 1972; with the cessation of the fixed price of monetary gold (US $
35 a troy ounce) and with the liberalization of the financial rules proposed by N.
Goodison: President of the London Stock Exchange, in 1985-86; which allowed
banks and insurance companies to become "brokers" and offers of jobber titles to
transfer them for loans.
Political decision that facilitated the creation of "speculative-credit-pyramids"
with the consequent insolvencies and decapitalization of productive activities, after
1987, when combined with financial exuberance, or "sweet negligence", allowed by
A. Greenspan (2008)42, facilitator of the “vertical and horizontal” contagions of
crises or interruption of payment flows and of the lack of credibility in monetary
stability, as the supervisory and supervisory capacity of central banks has weakened;
particularly in small, open economies, as we noted in 1999, including small actors
in the geopolitical arena (net oil exporters and importers).
Finally, it should be noted that the development of the economies studied in the
long term are associated with:

1) The issuance of private money (credit) monitored by central banks to minimize
tensions on the exchange rate, and,
2) The issuance of public money dependent on tax activity; which puts tensions
between the uncoordinated decisions of the central bank and the treasury.
We must then conclude, saying that the march of monetary economies, in the context
of liberal capitalism, are subject to the uncertainties arising from:
1- The “prudence / recklessness”, or subjective attitude of credit banking, and of its
interaction with stock market risks,
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2- Exogenous circumstances, for economies, in the domestic sphere, of the traffic of
goods and capital in the international sphere, and
3- Of the "prudence / recklessness" of the subjective attitude towards the internal
and external indebtedness of the Treasury, conditioning factor that interacts as
summarized in Figure No. 2 that we present in the second section.
_________________________
42

Greenspan, A. (2008) The era of turbulence. Editions V, 5A Barcelona
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APPENDIX A. SYNTHESIS OF THE THEORY OF FINANCIAL PRE-ADJUSTMENT
Starting 1) from the premise that money or any debt whose circulation is
accepted by civil society (general public); or acceptance of fiduciary money in a
broad sense, and 2 °) accepting the global condition that someone's income is the
expense of another, with final cancellation of balances with public money, it is
obtained, as a formal expression, of the economic dynamics, the offered by Maurice
Allais (1978)43.
Namely:
P (yd – ys)t + w (Ld – Ls)t + 1/q (Vd – Vs)t + (1 + 1/r) (CRd - CRs) + ch ($d - $s)
+ (Md - Ms)t = 0 ¨(2)

Which, for t = 0, or instantaneous situation, is reduced to the stock markets; for
canceling the flows. And, if we consider, additionally, that the foreign exchange
market is the opposite of the domestic currency, expression (1), ultimately, is
equivalent to:

1/q (yd – ys) + (1 + 1/r)(CRd - CRs) + ch($d - $s)= 0 (2)

Expression comprising three financial markets or profit / risk options: where (q) is
the speculative return, (r) the price of the credit market and (ch) denotes risk
aversion.

__________________________
43

Allais, J. [1978 (1979) La Théorie General des Surplus. Grenoble. Presses Universitaires
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IV. RESCUE OF FINANCIAL MONETARY FUNCTIONALITY IN LIBERAL CAPITALIST
ECONOMIES
As W. Alexander and E. Caramaza (1994: 839)44 point out, the differences
between the static monetarist perspectives of (Old View) and the dynamic credit
views of flows (New View) provide different criteria to evaluate the banking
functionality, or judgment of efficiency, on the use of monetary instruments to
achieve macroeconomic purposes.
That is, when political decisions are made to guide the behavior of the various
agents, in relation to the appreciations of the specific socio-economic circumstances
(here and now) in the short and long term.
Now, knowing that human behavior responds to subjective conditioning factors
(psychological-cultural) and to interpretations of objective-physical elements, it is
the latter, the pivot constituents, who support expectations about the consequences
of possible political strategies.
It is therefore necessary to ask ourselves: How, when and why do social
collectives and their different agents, in the economic sphere, react to the decisions
made by political agents?
In order to answer such questions, it is essential to consider the lived experiences
and the theoretical45 or logical-causal, macro-financial references in relation to three
efficiency criteria:
1 °) Avoid situations of illiquidity, which hinder or impede the daily transactions of
exchange / distribution of goods and services.
2 °) Facilitate the granting of credits, to ensure economic progress over time,
avoiding the risks of bank insolvency, associated with the acceptance of speculative
temptation, and
3 °) Comply, in a timely manner, with international payment commitments.
_______________________________
44

Aut. Cits. (1994) Money vs Credit; in Frameworks for monetary stability.Edit. T. Baliño and C. Cottarelli. IMF.
Washington.
45
Without prejudice of preference, a priori, between the Old and the New View; for we estimate, like Schumpeter
(1964: 204), that such views were constructed to respond to specific political-economic circumstances.
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Now, knowing that such criteria are not, in themselves, exclusive, but
complementary, as can be seen in the institutional interaction referent (see Figure
No. 3) constructed using the Venn-Euler diagrams for the analysis that, in our study,
includes six macroeconomic agents; namely: Credit Banking, Homes, Companies,
Government, foreign economies and domestic central banking, with the economicfinancial variables that characterize them.
Let us also say, to facilitate the understanding of the figure, that the dual and
triple interactions refer to flows; that quadruples represent supply and demand or
market interactions; that the quintuple interactions identify prices or quantitative
referents and that the sextuple interaction refers to the main macroeconomic
objectives: growth in production; employment / unemployment; and price / inflation
stability. It should be noted, as a conclusion of pragmatic application, that the
interactions found allow recognizing logical-causal relationships to validate the
theoretical views of the first section and contrast them with the behaviors described
in the experiences summarized in the second section.
Being able then to affirm:
1 °) that the interactions between the monetary base held by the bank (BMB) and
that retained by the public (BMP) do not allow the authorities' offer (BMA) to be
subject to exogenous subjective or ex-ante quantitative requirements; consequently,
they do not validate fighting inflation by restricting supply, as orthodoxy assumes.
2 °) that, to minimize the risks of default and bank insolvency, associated with the
intention between interest rates, asset yields and exchange rates, it seems more
pertinent to use the monetary matching criterion in currencies than the quantitative
macro prudential criteria in domestic currency recommended as sufficient by the
Basel experts.
3 °) that, to monitor public indebtedness to achieve fiscal sustainability, it seems
convenient to privilege the use of dynamic criteria. That is, avoid contracting with
interest rates, greater than that of export growth; without neglecting the static criteria
such as tension index or "fever", taking care that the RIN are greater than the balance
of external debts.
4 °) that, the management of the domestic banking functionality, must observe the
performance of the international exchanges, to anticipate speculative attacks, when
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presenting, in the domestic sphere, investment options with updated earnings with
different margins (+ or -).
5 °) that domestic banks must find facilities (external windows) to access the
international capital market, and, consequently, allow foreign banks to offer credit
services in foreign currency; without the central bank committing to serve as a last
resort support;
6 °) that, the domestic financial activity must offer facilities for microcredit
operations or popular loans and for small businesses; preventing the central bank
from acting as a parafiscal financing agent;
7 °) that, the stock market activity including the handling of crypto currencies can
be allowed, without becoming “doors” of parafiscal behavior in foreign currencies,
by prefixing mandatory reserves in the central bank, without counterpart of serving
as a last resort support.
8 °) that, the overvaluation of the domestic currencies of the exporting countries, in
the period 1945-1970, was diminishing in the following decades: 1980-2000 and
2001-2019, due to the conjectural variations in international trade; including the
European preference for agricultural imports from its former African colonies and,
to South American fiscal deficits, associated with policies with high “populist”
components (generalized consumer subsidies) given that the industrialization
strategy with imported capital goods favored the installation of capital intensive
production processes, and, consequently, promoters of high rates of unemployment
and underemployment, and
9 °) that the economic results of the strategies described were mediocre and
politically frustrating ... worsening macroeconomic indicators, including central
bank balances in our central bank balances today (see Table # 3), where the “Creative
accounting items” for the period 2007-2019 cannot hide capital losses as assets
include a pseudo-accumulation (increasing non-repayable tax debts) and “quasifraudulent” liabilities when calculated as “revaluations”; attuned to inflation. That
is, by combining behaviors of financial exuberance associated with ideological
impositions incompatible with economic constraints.
Let's conclude this section, asking ourselves with R. Cuello (1983)
Who can, including the IMF among creditors, ignore the existence of limits on
the external debt of countries whose foreign exchange earnings depend on exports
limited by the domestic policies of importers?
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Note that financial monetary restrictions are very serious for blocks of countries
other than those made up of the industrialized countries of the North Atlantic;
because the credit line (growth support) is 50% less than that of the industrial
powers. Noting, in addition, that the availability of liquidity is also relatively low,
which points to obstacles for the most basic transactions of the low-income strata.
Let us remit the construction of a strategy more favorable to the material wellbeing of the economically less industrialized countries of Latin America and the
Middle East by visualizing an alternative of world order in the content of the next
section.
_______________________________
46

Venn, J. and L. Euler (188) Symbolic Logic. Mac Millan and W. London.
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V. GEOPOLITICAL APPROACH UNTIL 2030
The history of capitalism as an incremental mode of production, through the use
of machine tools (physical capital) that increases human productivity, put into
operation by the investment of the surplus of production over the essential
consumption of the population, through a monetary process financial, which
ultimately consists of buying time (obtaining credits) to pay off advances on
expenses (physical capital, labor and raw materials), has not followed an ascending
linear continuity; it includes lapses of decline that, circumstantially, have been
overcome by the use of resources advanced by the treasury (issuance of public debt);
acting, concurrently, with the private monetary advances (credit) of the banking
systems, according to L. Mata Mollejas (2012)47.
Thus, the combination of public and private credit and the provision of means
of payment (liquidity) to close instant transactions (real time), has been
pragmatically constructed; finding the characteristics of the agreed agreements, in
the balance sheets of the central bank; as exposed in sections 2 and 3 of these essays.
Thus, from the empirical point of view, necessarily ex-post facto, the
functional efficiency of pragmatic arrangements is evaluated, with specific
temporal-spatial validity; being able to fix, historically, the appearance of indicators
of tensions (jams of functionality) in the domestic and international spheres of the
different countries, as none of them are self-sufficient.
This was described and explained in sections 3 and 4 above; being possible
now to glimpse / sketch the result of the germs of change, for the next decade) 20212030; being able to present, as a diagnostic, economic-political synthesis, that the
lowest global growth has been based on the dynamics of consumption and
indebtedness of the United States presented as a "Smart Power"48 strategy without
the aspirations of political leadership and economic hegemony, of the economically
emerging countries (with the greatest growth potential) due to their territorial
occupation and population dynamics; Russia, China, India and Brazil DO NOT pose
serious threats in the medium term, or until 2030, to the United States' seat of
international49 arbitration. Consequently, the The primary objective of the United
States is to contain, with the "Smart Power" strategy, the economic advances of the
applicants.
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In this regard, we must point out, observing that China's strategy, under Xi Ping:
compensate for the decline in its exports by stimulating production for the domestic
market; that this will not stimulate world trade. At the same time that the Russian
strategy, under Putin: supply the bottlenecks of domestic production, required by a
society that was long unsatisfied by the military-police elite of the Stalinian era, and
attend to the Europe's50 demand for energy from Russian51 sources will also not
change Washington's condition as the controller of international recovery: the oil
dollar pincer, being the largest producer and consumer of energy and the provider of
the currency that serves as a standard in international trade.
In this context, the European Union (EU) will maintain its role as front-row
spectator, which contributes little52 to the confrontation between political leadership
and economic hegemony; except for applause and blather at the performance of the
first actor and power circuit embodied in Washington ... with the approval of London
... persistent headache of Brussels.

______________________
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Mata Mollejas, L. (2012) The circuits of power: banking vs. treasury. Edit. ANCE, Caracas.
The aforementioned strategy includes having control of the international monetary standard; “Dollar as good as
dollar”, from 1971-73, the control of the prices of the energy products market, due to its quasi autarchy since 2014,
separating them from the painful depressive and stagflation situations, and from the costly strategy of “Hard Power
”With marked accents of military violence; despite the loss of prestige due to the government reaction to the 2001
terrorist attack and the sequel (attack on Iraq) that gave political realism to the hypothesis of F. Fukuyama (1992) and
those of S. Huntington (1993).
49
Brzezinski, Z. (1997)
48

50

La cual importa el 90% de su consumo de petróleo y 69% del de gas; conformando el Talón de Aquiles de la Unión
Europea.
51
Objetivo que presupone haber solucionado las tensiones político-económicas existentes entre los Estados
independientes del Asia Central: Azerbaiyán, Turkmenistán y Kazajistán, entre otros; sin olvidar los que presentan
Ucrania; que era el puente que le daba características europeas a la URSS; según Brzezinski (1997, p. 46).
52
El mayor obstáculo, para que Europa retome el liderazgo mundial, que tuvo, en el siglo XIX, está conformado por
los conflictos políticos entre los Estados miembros de la UE, por representar cada uno identidades nacionales fuertes,
que les impide construir una solidaridad colectiva, que sobrepase las rivalidades culturales y políticas, que conllevan
gérmenes de desintegración.
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While the second and third row viewers 53, the countries of the Middle East
and Latin America, could opt for a better figuration in the geopolitical scenario if, in
the medium term, (from 5 to 10 years) they committed to apply a common strategy,
which makes it possible to take advantage of the surplus financial resources of the
Middle East, ceasing to place them in London, and thereby finance, with good
returns, the financing of South American needs for real investment, after modifying
the South American monetary financial systems, which are still they retain the
characteristics of the second generation; to advance towards the adoption of the
institutional rules of Third Generation Finance, with good experience in the Islamic
worlds54.
Finally, let us say that this strategic alliance supported by expectations of
considerable55 immediate and future economic benefits, presents fewer cultural and
political obstacles than the "South-South Association", theoretically led by the
emerging economies of India, South Africa and Brazil (IBSA Forum) ; for each of
these countries must manage their own political-economic tensions on their own
continent rather than binding: India vs. China, South Africa vs. the sub-Saharan
countries and the southern shores of the European Mediterranean Sea and Brazil,
with their economic tensions and divergences policies with the Andean Community
of Nations (CAN) and Mexico; minimizing the frequent friction with Argentina,
despite the epileptic intermediations of Uruguay and Paraguay.
___________________
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A refined description of the political-economic conditions that allow for such a pointing is found in L. Mata Mollejas
(2015) pp. 50-77.
54
Without forgetting, here, the necessity to avoid in the indicated lapse, the internal political dissonances of the
Middle East; mainly between Iran and Saudi Arabia, considering their respective areas of influence: the call chií and
sunita arcs, that until now complicate the Russian and American strategies, giving
55
See Appendix No. 1.

APPENDIX B COMPLEXITY OF THE ROYAL POLITIK56
The best known or disclosed analyzes of geopolitical situations after 1945 are
based on the contributions of the military and diplomatic history of the National
States and their political alliances; making “instrumental” reference to tax income
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and expenses; without analyzing how motivational elements and psychologicalpolitical will or conditioning interact with the ultimate reality of the cosmos
(Toymbee; 1976: chap. 25) and its recurrence ad infinitum as the basic rhythm of
natural events (Toymbee, p. 182) .
That is, without considering how the complex interaction between individuals
operates: we (Ego) and they (alter); the knowledge of how natural phenomena occur
(science) and the presentation of the conditioning factors of social events (situations)
to apply the will (moment of coercion) essence of the activity of politicians (political
society) when you want to obtain benefits from use of natural resources (civil society
activity) and coordination of their capacities (aptitudes, attitudes).
Although, some authors, bring up remembrances of the “cookbook”
(experiences) of the ancient Asian texts, in its Taoist (secret)57 and Confucian (sociopolitical)58 branches such as “The Art of War” by SunTzu and from Ching-Yi's
“Book of Change” (I Ching), a Neo-Confusian author in counterpoint to Lao-Tse's
antecedent, the Tao Te Ching; while others will prefer to refer to N. Machiavelli
(1469-1527), or Otto von Bismarck (1919-21) and his work "Pensées et memoirs".
Hence, to visualize the complexity of interactions between the terms associated with
the moment of coercion: policy, politics; the terms related to doing and knowing,
relative to the productive and distributive processes of material well-being,
(economic processes) or Economy and Economics, let us make use of the analytical
instrument devised by Euler-Venn (20th century) for the study of the interaction
between precise or well-defined sets.
This is what we present in the following figure, as an explanation of the politicaleconomic processes that make up what we synthesize59 with the expression real
politik, where dual interactions allow us to specify the relationships between
political terms; or of will: politics and policy and knowledge, with the economic
concepts Economy and Economics.
______________________
56

Taken from the Macro Economics II course of the UCV Doctorate in Economics, taught in the 1st Semester of 2020,
taught by Luis Mata Mollejas.
57
Basically the change of rhythm (static yin / dynamic yan) of the elements of the cosmos, different from the human
being capable of damaging it.
58
How individuals participate in society.
59
Economic strategy (Ego) in pursuit of benefits.
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Finally, as a basis for a complementary conclusion, we will show some notes
of illustrative analytical sketches that, with the use of informative elements from
history, several important episodes, among others: the decision of Alexander the
Great to make sure, with the knowledge of the time (religion and mysticism) a
support to justify their political acts, the visit / consultation, to the oracle from Amun
in Siwa (year 331 BC)60; the decision of César Augusto to physically eliminate the
sons of Marco Antonio and Cleopatra (87, A.C.) and hers to escape the battle of
Accio (31 A.C.); that of Napoleon I to leave Moscow in flames in 1814 61, among
other examples62, of decisions of real politik, that they would not have been acts
without rational motivation (improntus); and that the various egos, in certain
circumstances of time-space and available resources, decide based on objective
explanation, by contrasting the strategies followed by the alter opponents and the
gains / losses (risks) of one and the other.
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In concise terms, rational or real politik decisions are preceded by the ex-ante
evaluation of the expectations of profits and risks, of the optional strategies; by
knowing, or boasting, a particular interaction between interests and resources at
stake.
That is, the actions of real politik to face a changing problem, in a context of
competitive human behaviors within heterogeneous societies, are based on the
construction (implicit or explicit) of Intellectual Systems (CSI) to carry out a creative
pragmatic application (APC) and give rise to a fertile, or effective (EFE) strategy
promoting social change.

___________________
60

The birth of a different pharaoh, son of Zeus-Amon.
And, before, abandon the Egyptian Campaign and return to Italy; or that of escaping from the island of Elba, to
confront Louis XVIII.
62
Fouche's performance as Duke of Otranto (1759-1820); that of Stalin, in the 2nd. World War, to guard its eastern
front, before Japan, to defend itself from the German assault on Moscow in 1941 ... that of Eva Perón in Argentina,
that of A. Guzmán Blanco in Venezuela (1870) ... and the Pact of Fixed Pto (1958-59).
61
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

TABLE No. 3
STATISTICAL APPENDIX
RECENT GDP GROWTH
SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT

2013

2014

2017

2019

WORLD TOTAL

2,90

2,80

2,50

1,96

NORTH AMERICA

1,80

2,50

2,30

1,30

SOUTH AMERICA

3,20

3,30

1,70

1,20

EASTERN EUROPE

0,70

1,10

1,10

1,00

WESTERN EUROPE

3,30

3,10

1,90

1,30

ASIA (WITHOUT JAPAN)

6,00

5,70

1,10

4,50

JAPAN

1,50

1,70

1,10

1,00

AUSTRALASIA

3,40

3,00

3,00

4,40

AFRICA

4,50

5,20

3,00

1,00

MEDDLE EAST

2,20

4,00

2,80

1,90
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TABLE No. 4
COMPARATIVE ESTIMATION OF BALANCES 2006-2018

United States
Accounting Items in %
ASSETS
International Reservations
Gold Certif. Gold
Foreign Currencies
Other Reserve Assets
Domestic Credit
To the Government
To the Fin. System Domestic
Other Assets
TOTAL

LIABILITY
Inter. Res. Commitments
Monetary
In the Hands of the Public
In the Financial System
Own debt titles

2006

2018

2006

2

Saudi Arabia

2018
20

2006
13

Arabs Emirates

2018
92

2006
98

2018
98

87

1
15
5

1
93
92
1

97

92
75

11
100

28

84

19
76

12
75

73
11

49
27
16

1

6

49

CAPITAL

4

4

27

TOTAL LIABILITIES & CAPITAL

100

100

87
1

20
50

3
100

95

98

13

22
47

5
100

92
3

13
69

95
2

Government Deposits
Another LiabilitiesPasivos

United Kingdom

51
24

8
100

2
100

24

25

18
6

27
29

3

1

5

32

30

3

5

44

45

100

56

20
5

1

100

1
100 100

100

30
40
27

20

15

9

27

30

29

2 40

100

Source: Own update for the year 2012 of the work of García, Mata and Nell (2008) pp. 174-175
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70

100

1
100
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